Vasavi College of Engineering

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

A Report on Inter College Department Technical fest – “ACUMEN CSFEST’13” held
during Jan 28th - 29th,2013

As per the culture of Vasavi
Engineering
College,
every
academic year Department of
Computer Science and Engineering
organizes inter college technical
fest for aspirants assembling from
various engineering colleges with a
very high competitive spirit to
participant and with the strong
determination to include their
achievements & accomplishments
to their resumes.

For the preceding academic
Year 2013 we have organized
ACUMEN CSFEST’13 with the same
enthusiasm and determination
among the new set of student
coordinators, student volunteers
and faculty coordinator during Jan
28th- 29th,2013.

These fests are organized
every year with the objective to
provide platform for the students to
showcase their talent with a
competitive spirit.

The event was successful
enough to attract as many as 800
registrations for two day fest which
includes all the events.

The fest executed with a total
of 22 events planned and organized
at its best of quality. Focusing on
the types of events to include in the
fest
was
decided
by
fest
coordinators keeping the interest
and need of the engineering student
into consideration, with little
emphasis on the fun full events
behind the scene.

Before the commencement of
main events a workshop on Ethical
Hacking was delivered by the
delegates from SourceNxt for
registered participants and the idea
of organizing workshop on ethical
hacking has proved to be
commendable with a total of 140
participants.

In addition to the workshop
some formal events like paper
presentation, online programming
contest, tech tambola, eat drink
think code and many more events
were equally planned and executed
and have managed to gather
maximum response.

As far as Paper presentation
event is into consideration the
registrations were done in advance
as the paper scrutiny needed to be
done and to give opportunity to
present best innovative idea
submitted during the fest days.

A total nearing to 150
innovative
ideas
were
acknowledged in various papers
and problem statements from
various esteemed colleges like
CBIT, JNTU-HYD, SNITS, etc along
with Vasavi College of Engineering.
Apart from these many fun
events like LAN gaming, snakes and
ladders, fast messaging, click etc
were also organized.

Conduira (higher studies
entrance examinations training
institute) conducted a mock
CAT/GRE test for free for
cumulative days of fest for all the
interested students.

The
winners
were
encouraged with a cash prizes
almost for all the events.

Department feels proud to
organize such a successful event
and would like to convey thanks to
principal and management for their
timely advice and cooperation for
organizing successful Fest.

Not to forget final year and
pre-final year students of CSE
Department also deserve thanks for
contributed their complete effort
and participants for making
ACUMEN CSFest 2013 a great
success.

